
Maritime picture from Muggle stones
Instructions No. 2833

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 2 Hours

This maritime picture made of muggle stones is an absolute eye-catcher for your walls. With our
instructions and a few simple steps, you too can create a dreamy picture that reminds you of summer, the
beach and the sea.

First, prime the VBS decorative board with the wood stain. We have chosen the colour ultramarine. 

As soon as the glaze is completely dry, you can glue on the Muggle stones with mosaic joint compound. Allow to dry. 

For the little message in a bottle, fill the glass bottle with some shell granules. If you like, you can place other objects in the
bottle, such as holiday souvenirs or a rolled-up note. 

Now place the stencil on the decorative plate with a little spray adhesive. Dab the motif with deco snow, remove the stencil
and let everything dry. You can clean the stencil with water. 

Finally, fix the little message in a bottle with mosaic grout and fill any gaps with the grout. Allow to dry.

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/newsletter/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

430890 VBS Glass muggle stones "Colorful Opaque", 1 kg, Ø 1,8 cm 1

430883-01 VBS Glass muggle Stones "Colorful", 1 kgØ 1,8 cm 1

698078 VBS Decorative wood panel 1

11614 VBS Glass bottles with screw cap, approx. 60 ml, 14 pieces 1

466363 Mosaic joint filler, transparent 1

754415-10 Wood stain, 50 mlUltramarine 1

45267007 Stencil "Maritime words", DIN A4 1

12051706 VBS Priming brush "NATURE", set of 3 1

503716-01 Mussel granulesNature 1

735520-10 VBS Decorative snow100 ml 1
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